Punitive damages for breach of contract: what’s so special
about contract claims?

It might seem presumptuous for an English lawyer to talk to a Texas audience on the
subject of punitive damages for breach of contract. The US literature is immense and
has addressed the problem from almost every imaginable perspective. By contrast,
there are no cases in England, and only a few elsewhere in the British
Commonwealth, which have granted such relief at all.
On the other hand, this position does in practice provide the advantage of
starting from a clean slate, without some of the intellectual baggage carried by the
American case-law and commentary. Furthermore, from the point of view of
comparative law the subject is very much a live one. It is true that civil lawyers in
general 1 are still a long way away from accepting the punitive principle in contract
damages, or indeed at all 2. But there are nevertheless civil law jurisdictions that do
allow punitive damages 3. Furthermore, even among those that do not − at least in
theory − the flexibility of damages for non-pecuniary loss may well let in a more or
less official practice of damages aimed at deterrence as well as compensation proper
4
. Added to this, the French institution of the astreinte, a kind of private fine against
those who disobey court orders to fulfill their obligations 5, has obvious affinities
with punitive damages.
As for England, which used to be one of the most restrictive common law
jurisdictions, the House of Lords has recently liberalized the rules so as to leave the
question more open. Prior to 2002 punitive awards in England were deliberately
marginalized; as a result of decisions in 1963 6 and 1971 7 (rightly described by one
commentator as an “unfortunate experiment” 8) they were limited to a few listed torts
9
. Furthermore, even within these they were restricted to cases where the tort either
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was committed by a government entity or employee, or – in the case of a private
wrongdoer – was motivated by a calculation that the tort would result in a gain to the
defendant exceeding any tort damages he might have to pay 10. This obviously
excluded punitive damages en bloc from the whole field of contract. However, in
Kuddus v Leicestershire Chief Constable 11 the House of Lords removed the first
restriction. Furthermore, at least one member of the House cast considerable doubt
on the second, on the understandable basis that the limitation contained in it served
no discernible purpose except as an arbitrary way of showing disapproval of the
whole idea of punitive damages 12. Assuming that his view is followed (and this
seems a racing certainty in the near future, at least if the matter reaches the House of
Lords again), it follows that on principle there is now no absolute bar on punitive
damages for breach of contract in private law 13. Elsewhere in the British
Commonwealth the extremely constricting English were never applied 14, and hence
the ground was more fertile to start with as regards contract actions. This has not
gone unnoticed. While Australia has thus far refused to extend punitive damages
outside tort cases 15, the New Zealand High Court has been prepared to accept for the
sake of argument that they can be awarded for breach of contract 16, and in 2003 the
Canadian Supreme Court explicitly, if controversially, gave punitive damages on a
contract theory in a first-party insurance bad faith case 17. Furthermore, although this
is not strictly relevant to the breach of contract issue, it is worth noting that Canada
and New Zealand, like many US jurisdictions 18, have now firmly come down on the
side of allowing punitive awards for other nontortious wrongs, such as breach of
fiduciary duty 19.
The thrust of this paper can be straightforwardly summarized in two
propositions.
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(1) If we accept the principle of punitive damages in tort cases, their appropriateness
in at least some suits for breach of contract cannot seriously be questioned. The
issue is not so much whether punitive awards should be available for breach of
contract, but when.
(2) Subject to one possible exception, there is no need for specific restrictions on
their availability in breach of contract cases. It is true that there may be a
commercial necessity to prevent every breach of contract suit from becoming a
potential punitive damages claim: but this, I suggest, can be perfectly well
satisfied by applying principles similar to those that already govern damages in
torts.
Admittedly, the assumption in (1) is a big one, even though all but some five state
jurisdictions accept it 20. There are strong arguments against punitive damages
anywhere as a matter of principle. It can, for instance, be argued that they confuse
the functions of criminal and civil law and thereby violate due process in so far as
they punish the defendant without providing criminal safeguards 21: that they reward
handsomely the undeserving plaintiff 22: that they do not in fact deter defendants, or
if they do they do it in an inefficient way: that they create unacceptable social costs,
as by bankrupting otherwise economically viable defendants 23: and so on 24. But this
article is not the place to canvass these arguments. I will therefore assume the
propriety of punitive awards as a matter of principle and concentrate on the specific
point of whether, and if so when, their award is ever justifiable in a contractual
setting.
I. The point of principle: are punitive damages ever justified in contract suits?
The American authority on whether a contract claimant can obtain punitive damages,
and if so when, is substantial; it therefore forms an obvious starting-point for any
discussion of the subject. But, if one may say so, it is not a very helpful one. To say
the cases do not provide a uniform or clear rule is an understatement. It is true that
most state courts pay at least lip-service to the proposition that prima facie there can
be no punitive award for a breach of contract 25. But then add to this continual
20
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disagreement about whether there can be exceptions (and if so, whether they apply to
breaches of all contracts or only some kinds of contract) 26; differing classifications
of what actually counts as a contract claim for these purposes 27; a collection of more
or less explicit state statutes on the matter 28 to be followed (or, if the court is
sympathetic to the plaintiff, circumvented 29); and the fact that an undue proportion
of the authorities concern one kind of claim − insurance bad faith − which can
amount to the legal tail wagging the juristic dog 30; and the difficulties become clear.
In practice, however, some four broad trends are discernible 31.
First, a good many states 32 take the purist or traditional line. Distinguishing
sharply tort and contract liability, they simply deny punitive damages in the latter,
period. Damages of this sort are thus limited to cases where the plaintiff can prove
some traditional independent tort, such as fraud, in addition to the breach of contract
33
.
Secondly, a few jurisdictions similarly exclude punitive breach of contract
liability on principle, but then recharacterize certain contract claims − notably the
duty of good faith implicit in most contractual obligations − as torts, which can then
be made susceptible to a punitive award 34.
Thirdly, yet others achieve much the same result by allowing punitive
damage claims outside the tort arena, but strictly limiting them to certain types of
contract. Common candidates are insurance contracts, those involving vulnerable
groups or “special relationships,” and those (for example, partnership) with fiduciary
overtones 35.
Lastly, a small number of states 36 accept punitive damages as a possible
remedy in contracts generally, and leave the limitations on such damages to be
answered – as they are in torts – not by reference to any a priori rule, but by
desirable.")
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reference to specific criteria, such as the blameworthiness of the breach, the need for
commercial certainty, and so on 37.
Where does all this leave us? In discussing whether there is ever a
justification for giving punitive damages in contract cases, we can, I suggest, start
with two propositions.
The first is that torts and breaches of contract are analytically similar. Both
are civil wrongs requiring the defendant to pay damages for infringing the plaintiff’s
rights, the only difference being the source of those rights. Now, if this is so, it is
suggested that, prima facie, horizontal equity between plaintiffs must demand that
they be treated in the same way as regards the rules relating to the kinds of damages
that can be awarded 38. Only if we can find some relevant difference in kind between
the two types of damages claim − contract and tort, duties accepted and duties
imposed − can we rationally justify allowing punitive awards in one but entirely
disallowing them in the other. This is a point I return to later.
The second is that the question of punitive damages for breach of contract
must be viewed as one of principle, rather than as an arbitrary exercise in
classification. A given claim arising from breach of contract either should, or should
not, be capable of giving rise to a penal award. In particular, this means that the
second approach outlined above – arbitrarily moving some kinds of claim from the
contracts course to the torts course – is unacceptable. Take a case where a defendant
has clearly broken his contract willfully, outrageously and in bad faith − for example,
a typical insurance bad faith claim. It solves no problems to reclassify the matter as a
tort and then license a jury to mulct the defendant in punitive damages on that basis
alone 39. Whatever label a court chooses to attach to the claim, the complaint remains
essentially one that the defendant has not done what he contracted to do, and the
issue remains whether supracompensatory damages should be available. To create an
artificial tort to cover the situation is simply an exercise in legal legerdemain, aimed
at hiding a determination that breaches of contract of this sort ought to give rise to
penal damages for some other unspecified reason, or possibly at circumventing a
statutory prohibition of such damages in contract cases. If that determination falls to
be made, it should be done openly on the basis of the policy factors involved.
Having cleared the air a little, is there then a relevant distinction of principle
between tort and contract claims sufficient to justify treating the latter differently
merely because they are contract claims? I suggest that there is not.
The first, and most important, point in this connection is based on
consistency. Take some stock tort cases where awards of punitive damages are
commonplace. A corporation peddles pills (or cars, or asbestos, or any number of
other things that go to increase the hazards of twenty-first century life) that it knows
to be potentially deadly; a rapacious lessor invades his tenant’s home without color
of right and throws her and her belongings in the street; an auto dealership makes a
habit of deceiving consumers into buying substandard vehicles; and so on. Penal
awards in cases such as these are routinely, and plausibly, defended on a number of
37
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grounds. These include, among others, deterrence 40; retribution 41; the need to
express curial disapproval and educate the public in the difference between
acceptable and unacceptable behavior 42; the inadequacy of compensatory damages
in practice, and the desirability of funding the plaintiff’s attorney fees to ensure she
is not out of pocket 43; and no doubt others. But, whatever the validity of these
arguments, it is difficult to see why they should be regarded as peculiar to torts. On
the contrary; very similar problems arise in contract suits; and I would suggest that
the same logic is just as applicable there, assuming the breach is sufficiently
outrageous and deserving of punishment 44. Apart from the obvious example of the
insurer stonewalling a known good claim in the hope that an impecunious client will
give up in despair and go away, there are numerous other similar cases. Thus at one
time or another particular courts have been prepared to countenance punitive awards
against the home lessor who purposely omits to repair the property let, endangering
the safety of the tenant (whom he dislikes and wishes to persuade to move anyway)
45
; the contractor who deliberately retains payments due a cash-strapped
subcontractor in order to force her to compromise a claim she has against him at a
fraction of its value 46; the business seller who blatantly and cynically breaks a noncompetition covenant, causing the bankruptcy of the buyer 47; the lawyer who
knowingly allows a conflict of interest to prevent his representing his client properly
48
; and so on. The arguments in favor of deterring, or disapproving, conduct of this
sort seem, at least at first sight, just as strong as those applying in the tort examples
already mentioned.
And so, I suggest, with other arguments in favor of punitive awards, such as
efficiency. It is difficult to deny that punitive damages are efficient in some tort
cases 49: in other words, there are at least some situations in which the possibility of a
supracompensatory award will cause precautions to be taken whose costs are less
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than the costs that would have been incurred had the wrongful conduct taken place 50.
But then exactly the same argument applies in contract cases: whatever the position
in contract as a whole, there are at least some breaches whose costs exceed their
possible benefits to either party, and which are thus capable of being optimally
prevented by the possibility of a penal award 51. Similarly, much the same can be
said of other, more tendentious and less mainstream, rationales for punitive damages,
such as. arguments based on corrective justice 52. The validity of justifications such
as these may be open to question: but if one does accept them, there seems no a
priori reason for arbitrarily limiting their application to noncontract situations 53.
Apart from consistency, the second reason for skepticism about any blanket
exclusion of punitives from the contractual sphere is the sheer width of the spectrum
covered by breach of contract claims. Given the variety of different kinds of contract
claim, the idea that all of them share characteristics making punitives inappropriate
seems inherently implausible. True, in theory all contract claims are bottomed on
non-performance of some express or implied promise freely undertaken by the
defendant rather than on some broad need for protection against unwarranted
invasion of particular interests. But, as any contract lawyer can confirm, the
reference to promise can be pretty remote and incidental. It is all very well to start
from the contract theorist’s favorite broken agreement to supply a quantity of
disembodied widgets easily available in some elastic mythical market (no doubt
administered from some faceless skyscraper in Chicago). Here there is indeed a very
strong case for limiting the plaintiff to compensatories 54. However, we have to note
the limitations of examples of this sort. As pointed out below, they represent a rather
specialised, almost mathematical, sort of contract. It follows that reasoning which is
appropriate to them may be more difficult to apply to other contract-breakers. The
opportunistic and cynical breaker of a noncompetition covenant, the seriously
delinquent lessor, the supplier of consumer goods that he knows do not work and
never will, and the professional guilty of outrageous malpractice, are all a long way
from the staid commodity trader who fails to provide goods available elsewhere. In
short, advocates of outlawing all punitive awards in contract cases have to produce
convincing evidence that their arguments apply in all these nonstandard situations:
and this is likely to be a tall order.
Thirdly, the idea that punitives should be excluded from contracts, while
admitted in torts, necessarily presupposes a reasonably clear line between the two.
Unless we are pretty certain just what claims we want to exclude punitive awards
50
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from, the argument for doing so becomes distinctly shaky. In fact, however, even
discounting cases where courts have artificially manufactured a cause of action in
tort out of what is essentially a contract breach, this boundary is to say the least
fuzzy. True, a simple case of nondelivery or nonacceptance in the sales context is
contract or nothing: by contrast, a product liability suit by a worker injured by a
lethally defective dumptruck must be tort. But other cases are not so easy. Take a
client’s malpractice suit against her lawyer (or other professional defendant). Does
this count as contract or tort? In America the answer as often as not depends on
where the plaintiff sues and what profession is involved 55: in England all client
malpractice suits are contractual or tortious at plaintiff’s option 56: and if one ranges
abroad to France or Germany, the theory of liability is likely to be contract alone 57.
Similarly, if the malpractice plaintiff is a nonclient, the defendant’s liability may
again be contractual (depending on the generosity of the relevant jurisdiction as to
contractual third party rights), or tortious, or both 58. Yet again, take another fruitful
field of litigation: imagine that a defendant terminates contractual negotiations
pretextually and in incontrovertible bad faith, causing the plaintiff enormous and
entirely foreseeable reliance losses. Assuming the defendant is liable for these losses
at all 59, the basis of liability is by no means clear-cut 60. The US courts vary 61: it is
possible to find theories of recovery based on contract 62, estoppel 63 and tort 64.
England, though disinclined to impose liability at all, would if it gave damages limit
the plaintiff to tort 65. Further afield, France imposes liability readily but does so in
tort 66; by contrast Germany, while emphatically willing to make the defendant liable
in these circumstances 67, is equally insistent on characterizing his liability as
exclusively contractual 68. In all these cases, the question whether the claim is
55
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tortious or nontortious is answered essentially arbitrarily: but clearly, the policy issue
of whether punitive awards should be available on a given set of facts remains the
same.
Fourthly, it is worth remembering that in many, if not most, US jurisdictions
(and occasionally elsewhere) punitive awards can be had for certain nontortious
liabilities which do depend on an undertaking of responsibility, such as breach of
fiduciary duty 69. If this is right, then unless there is some particular feature about
contract that marks it off from other damage liabilities, once again its exclusion is
suspicious.
So far I have argued that contract and tort are similar in a number of ways
that suggest they ought to be treated similarly. I now turn to the possible arguments
that there is nevertheless a relevant difference in kind between them that justifies
putting contract damages in a category of their own 70.
One such argument is that tort claims differ in an essential respect from
contractual ones in that tort duties are imposed for the benefit of all, willy-nilly the
defendant, while contractual obligations are voluntarily accepted and are particular to
the parties concerned. Hence (the argument continues) draconian discouragement of
breach is much more important for the former than the latter 71. But, whatever the
instinctive attractiveness of this point, the closer we look at it the less substantial it
becomes. Apart from the fuzziness of the contract-tort boundary itself, it is also the
case that many tort duties are essentially undertaken rather than imposed: notable
examples are those torts based on misrepresentation, such as negligent misstatement
and (arguably) even fraud. Conversely, contractual duties – especially the ones
where punitive damages are an issue – are often not that different from tortious ones,
being in substance imposed rather than undertaken. There is little to choose in terms
of voluntariness between the (contractual) duty of a lawyer not to engage in
malpractice and the (tortious) obligation of a drug manufacturer not to peddle toxic
pharmaceuticals: effectively both duties are imposed on a defendant simply by virtue
of the business he practices. Again, once we get away from the archetypal contract to
supply a quantity of easily-available widgets, breaches of contract may well affect
nonparties in ways we ought to notice. It is easy to forget that it is not only the
immediate parties who stand to lose from (for example) crass professional
malpractice by lawyers and accountants, the continued and purposeful disregard of
duties owed to consumers or small businesses; similarly, the market as a whole has
an interest in preventing the cynical breach of noncompetition contracts by business
sellers.
However, the most plausible ground for excluding punitive damages from
contract liability, and the one that needs most argument to counter it, is that derived
from efficient breach theory. It is limpidly summed up by Richard Posner. Suppose a
manufacturer agrees to sell widgets to A. If, by breaching his contract with A and
selling to B instead, he can make enough to compensate A for her loss and still come
Geo. Wash. J. Int'l L. & Econ. 331, 351; Klein & Bachechi, Precontractual liability and the duty of
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out ahead, he should do so. The manufacturer is better off, A is no worse off, and the
widgets end up with B, who values them most. However deliberate or shocking the
manufacturer’s breach, if we mulct him for extra damages we will likely "deter
efficient ... breaches, by making the cost of the breach to the contract breaker greater
than the cost of the breach to the victim." 72 This argument has an instinctive
plausibility and, no doubt for that reason, has since become pretty mainstream 73.
Nevertheless, it faces at least two major difficulties.
First, there is the obvious point that not all breaches of contract are efficient,
even if the breaching party compensates the victim in full 74. The widget example, for
all its algebraic elegance (and its familiarity to law students and teachers alike), is
atypical. It is much less clear how efficient breach applies to many of the contract
breach cases we find in the real world: the car dealership from hell, the lawyer guilty
of outrageous malpractice by subordinating the interest of one client to another, or
the dishonest seller of a business who then opens up a competing outlet two doors
away. Here, it is hard to see that anyone could seriously argue that there can be net
social gains from the defendant’s breach. Indeed, even Posner himself accepts a form
of this point: he candidly admits that his arguments do not apply to at least some
breaches, namely those that are opportunistic and merely filch value from a
deserving to an undeserving party to the same contract 75. And even with the widgets,
the efficient breach theory is only a starting-point. When other costs associated with
disruption, seeking alternative sources of supply, and so on are in account, this fast
chips away at the efficiency of the breach, despite the neat figures we have become
used to reading 76.
Furthermore, it is not clear that the mere fact that a breach is efficient should
necessarily preclude a punitive award anyway. As I observed above, deterrence is
arguably not the only permissible aim of punitive damages: other objects, such as the
need to express the disapproval of the court or to buttress public attitudes to antisocial behavior, may well be equally justifiable. Suppose a lawyer knowingly omits
to represent his client’s interests because another is prepared to pay more for his
time: or a home inspection company purposely skimps on an inspection because it
has better paying clients elsewhere. Even if this does effectively transfer a resource
to a person who values it more than the other contracting party, this is not an
attractive ground for exempting him from penal liability as a matter of principle 77.
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II. When should breaches of contract should be penalized?
So far I have argued that there is nothing about contract claims that justifies a rule −
even a prima facie rule − ousting punitive awards. If this is right, the question comes
down to this: assuming breaches of contract can attract punitives, which ones
should? We can, I suggest, set aside one extreme position occasionally advanced:
that is, that there is no reason not to penalize all breaches of contract, or at least all
deliberate ones, on the basis that where such rights have been infringed corrective
justice demands that the infringer give up any advantage gained as a result 78. To
begin with, this view logically applies to noncontractual causes of action as much as
to contractual ones, and few if any would argue that all torts (or even all deliberate
torts) should engender penal remedies as a matter of course. And in any case to say
that the advantage gained from an infringement of the plaintiff’s rights should be
returned to the plaintiff is not so much an argument for punitive damages (which
presumably would have to exceed those gains in order to be effective) rather than an
argument for an extension of the law of unjust enrichment.
With this out of the way, the proper starting-point, it is suggested, follows
from what we have already argued. If there is no bright line between contract and
tort claims, and no reason to exclude punitives from contract claims as such, then the
default position should be that the same criteria should be applied to breach of
contract suits as to tortious ones. These criteria will obviously vary from jurisdiction
to jurisdiction: but generally in tort punitives are a possibility where the defendant’s
conduct is oppressive, fraudulent or outrageous 79: that is, where he has acted in
willful or reckless disregard of plaintiff's rights, or where his conduct exhibited some
"evil motive or reckless indifference to the rights of others," 80 and their award is
necessary to punish the defendant and to deter him and others from doing the same
thing in future 81. American courts are more skeptical as to whether conduct falling
short of intentional wrongdoing − crass or reckless negligence and the like − should
attract punitive damages in tort 82. But in as far as it does, then it should equally do so
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in contract. Indeed, there is much to be said for equiparating, say, a gross malpractice
claim 83 with a claim for very serious product liability negligence.
Does it follow from all this that − contrary to most lawyers’ intuition, both in
the US and elsewhere − punitive damages ought to be given as generously in
contract cases as in tortious ones? Interestingly enough, I would suggest that in
practice the answer is no, and that the effect of my recommendations is likely to be
less marked than one might think. This is for two reasons. One lies in the inherent
nature of contractual claims. The other arises from a suggestion I make below that
the assimilation of contract to noncontract claims should be merely a default rule,
applicable only in the absence of compelling arguments to the contrary: I will in factl
argue that there is one case where, exceptionally, punitive damages for breach of
contract should be excluded.
To begin with the first of these points, my suggestion is that, in the nature of
things, it will often be more difficult in practice to demonstrate in a contract suit the
necessary degree of outrageousness or reprehensibility, and with it the need to punish
or deter the defendant.
Why? The first reason relates to a point is a fact already mentioned: namely,
that breach of contract normally affects only the interests of the other parties to it,
whereas a tort as often as not affects a much wider class. It is true (as I argued above)
that the word “normally” matters: this is not invariably so and hence it is not an
excuse to exclude contracts as a whole from the punitive damages regime.
Nevertheless it remains the case that the number of persons affected by the
defendant’s wrong is a highly relevant factor: as courts and others have observed, the
fact that the defendant’s wrong was likely to have widespread effects is a strong
indication in favor of making a penal award 84. The converse also follows: the fewer
people affected, the less appropriate punitive damages become.
Another important consideration is the type of damage involved. Of course
some breaches of contract involve the creation of risks of personal injury or very
serious property damage; nevertheless, torts are in the nature of things rather more
likely to give rise to such risks. There is no doubt that the existence of risks of this
sort is a powerful argument for punitive damages, since there is obviously a strong
social interest in discouraging such behavior, and the creation of a danger to life is
inherently more reprehensible than subjecting others to risks of mere economic
losses 85. By contrast, where there are no such risks, supercompensation is to that
extent less justified 86.
Furthermore, there is an interesting empirical distinction between typical
cases of deliberate torts and knowing breaches of contract. Knowingly tortious
behavior, or the commission of a tort comporting reckless disregard for the rights of
others, is normally something for which it is difficult to find any convincing
justification. An auto dealership will find it hard on any pretext to justify a habit of
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lying to its customers; the same goes for the marketer of products showing reckless
disregard as to whether they are likely to kill people, and to a large number of other
tort defendants. On the other hand, the equities arising from breaches of contract,
even deliberate ones, are a good deal less clear-cut. True, some such breaches are
inexcusable on any normal reckoning. The seller of a business who contracts not to
compete and then immediately and cynically poaches the buyer’s entire customer
base, and the crassly malpractising lawyer, are unsympathetic characters on any
account. But most breach of contract is more nuanced: contracts are deliberately
broken for all sorts of reasons, and with very varying degrees of culpability 87. The
interpretation of a contract may, for example, raise issues as to whether there is a
breach at all, something that is not often in issue in a deliberate tort. Again, a
contractor may be suffering from cash-flow or organizational problems, or shortages
of labor or materials, that make it impossible for him to fulfill his obligations to
some or all of his clients. In such cases, the breach may be deliberate (the defendant,
after all, made a choice not to risk his solvency, or to perform his contract with X
rather than Y, and he could have chosen differently had he been so inclined).
Nevertheless, in cases like these, where the choice to breach was, to say the least,
constrained, the defendant’s wrong is unlikely to be regarded as outrageous or
reprehensible or a suitable subject for punitive damages.
Moreover, there is another point to remember about efficient breach. Despite
the criticisms that can be advanced against the theory as a reason not to award
punitive damages, it is pretty clear that if it does apply, it is more likely to do so in a
contract than a tort suit. Although some deliberate torts are clearly susceptible to an
efficient breach analysis (nuisance is an obvious example 88, and there are no doubt
others 89), in the majority of cases deliberate torts are likely to be either inefficient
per se, or opportunistic and thus outside the normal ambit of efficient breach
anyway. In short, it remains true that it is easier to break a contractual than a tortious
duty efficiently.
Now, the arguments just advanced go a good way toward calming fears of an
explosion in contractual punitive damages suits even if, as I have argued, breaches of
contract ought on principle to be treated the same way as torts. Many undeserving
breach of contract plaintiffs will find themselves naturally, and rightly, excluded
from a place at the punitive damages trough. Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that
these considerations may not go quite far enough. The difficulties arise in particular
in connection with typical commercial contracts. Here it has been argued, with some
justification, that we should be wary of introducing punitive considerations: even if
we do not wish to exclude them entirely, there is in most cases no reason to go
beyond ordinary compensatory damages or to investigate the motives for breach 90.
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Assume, for example, that a ship charterer breaks a charter for no reason other than
that it is extremely unprofitable to it and it has a better use for its money (or for that
matter that commercial relations have simply broken down); or conversely that a
shipowner deliberately withdraws a ship half-way through a charter because it has
another charterer prepared to pay a great deal more for it. Or imagine that a major
bank, in breach of contract and with no other plausible excuse, withdraws from a
syndicated loan agreement. The idea that conduct of this sort should engender claims
for punitives as well as compensatory damages seems instinctively odd. But why? Of
course in some such cases the question is straightforward on the arguments just
advanced. For example, in a commercial as in a noncommercial contract, a defendant
who fails to perform because of genuine cashflow difficulties is hardly deserving of
punishment. Again, in a number of commercial situations there may be an argument
based on efficient breach. The withdrawal of a ship under charter to take account of a
better offer is simply the widget case writ large: all other things being equal, the
resource (use of the ship) should be allowed to end up in the hands of the party that
values it most. But this will not always be the case. Are there any other grounds for
limiting punitive relief? Or, to put the question more bluntly, should there be a
general “commercial contract exemption?”
This is certainly an intuitive idea, and one with some support: witness not
infrequent suggestions that punitives in contract cases should be limited to contracts
where there is some inequality, or dependence relationship, between the parties 91.
One can see the attraction of this view: if overreaching is a factor in favor of making
a punitive award available, this ties in not only with a willingness to give punitive
damages for analogous wrongs such as breach of fiduciary duty 92, but also with the
idea that punitives ought to protect the relatively powerless rather than those able to
look after themselves 93. But a blanket “commercial contract” limitation may be
going too far. For example, take an egregious and deliberate breach of a construction
contract between two medium-sized businesses, or a case where a bank deliberately
withdraws funding facilities from a borrower in plain breach of contract and with no
other plausible excuse. Or, for that matter, consider particularly gross malpractice by
a law firm causing serious loss to a large client. There seems no reason why even
large businesses should be denied the sanction of punitive damages on principle in
such a case. On the contrary: many of the traditional arguments for punitives − such
as the need to discourage such behavior and to protect the ethics of the marketplace −
continue to apply.
In situations of this sort there is, I suggest, room for a more sophisticated
idea, which I put forward here in outline. Punitive awards should be denied in breach
of contract cases, even where the breach is entirely deliberate, self-serving and
unjustified, on one condition. This is that the defendant should be able to show that
the act amounting to breach is one that, but for the fact that it infringed the plaintiff’s
rights, could be regarded as a reasonable business decision taken in good faith.
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Effectively this is sufficient to eliminate the specter of courts examining the
circumstances of most ordinary breaches of commercial contracts, such as ship
charters, distribution agreements and commodity supply contracts. The mere fact that
a breach was self-serving and intended to increase the defendant’s profits, or that it
resulted from the defendant’s desire to sever relations with the plaintiff, would thus
be irrelevant. So also would be the knowledge that the breach might have disastrous
consequences for the plaintiff’s own business. In all these cases, there is a sensible
commercial rationale for what the defendant did, even though in acting as it did it
may have infringed the plaintiff’s rights. In denying punitives in cases of this sort,
we serve the important commercial interest that, when contracting, a contractor
should be able to predict the “exit price” from the contractual obligation he has
undertaken 94. But where some other factor is present, such as a desire to harm the
plaintiff without particularly benefiting himself or serving his own legitimate
business interests, or a desire unfairly to further the interests of some third party or
competitor of the plaintiff 95, then the defendant’s interest in foreseeing how much
breach will cost becomes a great deal less defensible. The need to allow the
defendant to exercise commercial judgement without the fear of open-ended liability
in damages does not extend to decisions which serve no legitimate business or
commercial end. protect the maker of commercial is virtually non-existent.
This solution also has a further advantage. The reasoning behind it can be
extended to justify preserving the possibility of contractual punitive damages not
only for deliberate and unjustifiable breaches, but also for egregious or gross
negligence (for example, in professional malpractice claims brought by commercial
entities). It is one thing to say − correctly − that malpractice liability is a risk run by
any lawyer or accountant, and that the measure of any potential liability should thus
be reasonably predictable. But this reasoning applies much less, if at all, to
malpractice of such an outrageous nature that a court considers it worthy of
punishment: this is not a normal business risk in respect of which there is a strong
claim to protection.
III. Conclusion
The conclusion of this piece can be fairly briefly summed up in four propositions. (1)
There is no justification for excluding punitive awards from contract damages as
such. (2) On the contrary, breach of contract should generally be capable of giving
rise to punitive damages on much the same basis as claims in tort. (3) In practice, a
rule of this sort would, perhaps surprisingly, not give rise to an explosion in punitive
claims against contract defendants. (4) Nevertheless, there is scope for one limitation
in contract punitives, namely that a defendant should be able to escape them in so far
as the breach amounted to a legitimate business decision independent of its wrongful
nature.
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